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Abstract  

 

Pharmacometric modelling plays a key role in both the design and analysis of regulatory trials 

in paediatric drug development.  Studies in adults provide a rich source of data to inform the 

paediatric investigation plans, including knowledge on drug pharmacokinetics, safety and 

efficacy. In children, drug disposition differs widely from birth to adolescence but 

extrapolating adult to paediatric pharmacokinetics, safety and efficacy either with 

pharmacometric or physiologically-based approaches can help design or in some cases reduce 

the need for clinical studies. Aspects to consider when extrapolating pharmacokinetics (PK) 

include, the maturation of drug metabolizing enzyme expression, glomerular filtration, drug 

excretory systems and the expression and activity of specific transporters in conjunction with 

other drug properties such as fraction unbound. Knowledge of these can be used to develop 

extrapolation tools such as allometric scaling plus maturation functions or physiologically 

based pharmacokinetics. Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PKPD) approaches and well-

designed clinical trials in children are of key importance in paediatric drug development 

In this white paper, state-of-the-art of current methods used for paediatric extrapolation will 

be discussed. This paper is part of a c4c implementation of innovative methodologies 

including pharmacometric and PBPK modelling in clinical trial design/paediatric drug 

development through dissemination of expertise and expert advice. The suggestions arising 

from this white paper should define a minimum set of standards in paediatric modelling and 

contribute to the regulatory science. 
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Background 

 

In 1994 the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) introduced the application of adult-to-

children extrapolation. They proposed a framework for the extrapolation of efficacy from 

adults to the paediatric population that was further discussed in the General Clinical 

Pharmacology Considerations for Paediatric Studies published in 2014 (1). This paediatric 

decision tree suggests that certain steps in paediatric drug development can be skipped 

depending on what is already known (i.e., similarity between adults and children regarding 

disease etiology and exposure-response relationships, pharmacodynamic surrogate). 

However, pharmacokinetics still needs to be characterized in the paediatric population 

whatever the extrapolation framework. The European Medicines Agency (EMA) also stated 

the benefit of extrapolation from adults in the Extrapolation Concept Paper published in 2012 

and in the reflection paper in 2018 (2). This concept paper argued the possibility to extend 

and refine an algorithm for extrapolation towards paediatric drug development that was 

based on three main topics: pharmacology, disease manifestation and progression and clinical 

response to treatment. The paediatric population includes children from birth to 17 years of 

age. This population is known to be heterogeneous in terms of age, height, body weight and 

maturation of physiological processes.  

 

Population pharmacokinetics (PK) relates systemic drug concentration to the dosing regimen 

via compartimental model parameters that quantify distribution and elimination (3). The 

population approach (4), i.e nonlinear mixed effects modelling, is the gold standard for the 

simultaneous analysis of concentration-time data from various individuals since i) it takes into 

account repeated measures over time, ii) it allows the identification and estimation of 

different sources of variability (between-subject, between-occasion and residual variabilities) 

and iii) it can take into account individual characteristics of PK parameters through covariate 

analysis.  

 

The major assumption here to establish the dose rationale is that the systemic exposure is a 

surrogate, i.e., relevant target organs and tissues are assumed to be in equilibrium with 

plasma concentrations. 
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Altogether, a final popPK model including size and age effects based on adult data allows the 

prediction of pharmacokinetics in children.  

 

Body size is usually the key covariate associated with clearance and volume terms according 

to the allometric rule (5). It has been suggested that  the size effect can be refined by 

estimating the respective fat-free mass and fat mass contributions, this has been shown for 

busulfan pharmacokinetics for example (6). Finally, if the population includes neonates and 

infants, a maturation function for elimination clearance should be implemented in addition 

to size effects. Further discussion of size-based allometric scaling and maturation functions 

are detailed in a specific section below. 

 

Physiologically based pharmacokinetic modelling entails generating a PK model based on 

expected tissue composition and blood flows through physiological compartments informed 

by literature data on body physiology, and physicochemical properties of the drug in question 

informing partition in, and transit through, organs and tissues in the body (7). This approach 

uses complex models and integrates detailed biological processes while keeping a 

compartmental approach. It provides a physiology-informed way to predict the expected PK 

of drugs in the paediatric population (8) as detailed in the physiologically based 

pharmacokinetic section. Differences between population pharmacokinetic and 

physiologically based pharmacokinetic models are summarized in table 1. 

 

Once an expectation of the PK in the paediatric population has been generated, a clinical 

study will need to be done to allow confirmation of the expected behavior of the drug under 

consideration. In general, it is often only feasible to recruit a small number of subjects in 

paediatric PK studies. It is therefore important to extract the highest quality information 

possible from each subject, whilst trying to minimise the impact on the patient (who will likely 

receive no benefit by donating PK samples) through reducing the number and volume of 

blood samples.  Therefore, optimising the design of such studies is important. Setting up a PK 

study requires investigators to prospectively specify the study design including the number of 

patients, number and times of blood sampling as well as the modelling approach that will be 

used to analyze the data in the protocol.  
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The aim of this paper is to summarize the current knowledge regarding extrapolation of 

information from the adult to the paediatric population through pharmacokinetic 

extrapolation tools such as allometry, maturation functions, pharmacometrics and 

physiologically based pharmacokinetics. This paper is addressed to pharmaceutical 

companies, regulatory agencies and academicians about how to incorporate the latest 

knowledge regarding such pharmacokinetic extrapolation. The paper will also discuss the 

specificities of neonatal pharmacometric studies, where the maturation process estimation is 

mandatory, as well as the importance of well-designed paediatric clinical trials.  

 

Allometric scaling and age-related maturation 

 

Allometric scaling is a common method to extrapolate the pharmacokinetics (most 

importantly clearance) of a drug in humans in the absence of clinical data. The approach has 

also been successfully used to predict the pharmacokinetics of a drug in children when adult 

PK data are available (9,10). As a concept it relies on the empirical observation that metabolic 

rate (and hence drug clearance) scales according to body size. More generally, it derives from 

a property in nature related to the scaling of various biological processes and quantities such 

as heart rate, organ weight, blood flows, etc. with respect to size, across a wide range of sizes 

of orders of magnitude apart. Mathematically, allometric scaling is a function of the body 

weight, BW  

𝑃 = 𝑃𝑇𝑌𝑃 ∙ (𝐵𝑊/𝐵𝑊𝑅𝐸𝐹)
𝑏,  

where b is a power exponent and P is the parameter under study, the subscripts TYP 

and REF denote the typical parameter value corresponding to the reference BW .  

The exponent b carries a physical meaning of dimensionality. There are 3 main a priori 

values for the exponent: 1, 2/3 and 3/4. The value of 1 represents a proportional relationship 

of the quantity to weight (isometric) and is a straightforward scaling for any extensive 

quantity such as drug volume of distribution. The value 2/3 relates to the body surface area, 

i.e., drug transport and diffusion take place through membranes and the rate is proportional 

to their effective surface area. In clinical pharmacology this is expressed by dosing regimens 

per m2 and was first suggested in 1950 (11). The value 3/4 or 0.75 (allometric) comes from 

metabolic rate observations from microbes to whales confirmed by mathematical theories 

(12–14). However, some other studies have reported values different from 0.75 (15). Figure 
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1 illustrates exposure-matching between adults and children according to linearity 

assumption between drug clearance and bodyweight or according to 3/4 allometry based 

assumption using a previous lamivudine popPK model in children (16). 

 The age of 2 years old is considered a milestone for the maturation of the activity of 

drug metabolizing enzymes related to PK, most importantly cytochrome P450 family enzymes 

supporting that children are indeed small adults(17)! This age limit includes the renal function 

maturation. Therefore, an estimation of the maturation function requires data from children 

below the age of 2 yrs. The typical maturation function relates the maturation to the post-

menstrual age PMA as 

 MAT = PMAH/(PMAH + PMA50
H) 

where MAT varies from 0 to 1 (adult maturation) when PMA increases. The PMA50 is the PMA 

value where MAT is half the adult maturation value and the exponent H influences the shape 

of the curve near the PMA50 value. Therefore, the allometric rule can be used to describe the 

CL terms in this very young age group : 

 CL = CLTYP
.(BW/BWREF)0.75 . MAT 

 Otherwise, when CL is related to BW alone, different weight-based allometric 

exponents must be used for clearance depending on cut-off age values in neonates and 

infants (18). 

 Therefore, the extrapolation of adult pharmacokinetics is fully acceptable for children 

more than 5-yr old where the maturation process is achieved (MAT~1). Below 5-yr old, specific 

data obtained in this very young age group, especially in infants and neonates, must be 

available.  

Related to the debate on the 0.75 exponent the EMA has taken a clear position 

(https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/research-development/scientific-

guidelines/clinical-pharmacology-pharmacokinetics/modelling-simulation-questions-

answers) which states that when extrapolating to children, exponents estimated from adult 

data should be avoided when characterizing PK in children based on relatively limited data.  

Instead fixing to theoritical values in addition with a function to characterize maturation in 

younger children should be preferred but the validity of this a priori assumption should be 

justified. On the other hand, the FDA has kept a more neutral position.  
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Overall, extrapolation from adults directly to the youngest children can be considered 

risky, because other factors than age and weight may influence maturation (see “Specificities 

in neonatal studies” section). A stepwise approach could be used for PK confirmation, subjects 

in the age range of 6-12 years, and of 2-5 years are subsequently studied, eventually semi-

staggered, to confirm the dose predictions using allometry and avoid safety problems. 

However, studies in adolescents can be considered as inefficient, since they can be easily 

implemented within the clinical development of the product in the adult population. 

Availability of at least a subgroup of the adolescent population in a Phase III trial could form 

a stronger basis for extrapolation of data to younger patients. Finally, subjects from 1month 

to 2 years and from birth to 1-month old are studied, while the model is being updated with 

the new data as these become available.  However, these staggered study designs have 

several drawbacks such as slowing down patient recruitment, therefore less conservative 

approaches could be considered if there is confidence on how maturation will likely play out, 

perhaps using data from other similar drugs. In all cases, these assumptions should be 

confirmed using diagnostic evaluation tools. In this regard, drug disposition should be re-

evaluated within a continuum throughout age groups as well as across physiopathological 

conditions. This PK analysis should be able to capture all observations, which can be illustrated 

by plots illustrating the predictive value of the PK model based on the covariates of interest. 

For instance, goodness of fit plots split in quartiles for weight, age or diseases, showing similar 

performance of the model across these quartiles can be shown, in addition to plots showing 

interindividual variability in clearance or volume versus the main covariates of interest like 

weight, age, and/or disease status can further increase the confidence in the model for 

deriving subsequent dose recommendations. 

 

Finally, for new drugs under development, in children more than 5-yr old PK parameters can 

be safely extraplolated from adult studies, since the maturation is achieved as discussed 

above. Thus blood samplings could be avoided in these children. 

 

Besides allometric scaling plus age-maturation function for very young children, other tools 

such as PBPK models as well as additional preclinical information to address developmental 

issues could be informative, see next section. A complete extrapolation concept 

(EMA/189724/2018) should be built that scientifically justifies the entire exercise where even 
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the exposure - response relationship is addressed (and not taken for granted) and the 

appropriate PK parameter that best represents exposure should be justified. All decisions 

should be taken in light of the totality of the data.  

 

 

Physiologically based pharmacokinetics 

 

Over the years, physiologically based pharmacokinetic modelling (PBPK) has provided a (semi-

) mechanistic framework to acquire insights on adult drug disposition. By integrating both 

drug-related and physiological parameters (obtained by in vitro, in vivo and in silico 

(pre)clinical studies) as well as trial-specific parameters, these models can inter alia inform on 

trial design, dosing regimens, drug-drug interactions (DDI) or drug efficacy/safety (19,20). 

More recently in paediatrics, PBPK modelling and simulation has emerged and served as a 

valuable predictive tool for a variety of applications from selection of potential drug 

candidates, mechanistic understanding of the maturation of ADME pathways to designing 

clinical trials and optimizing dosing regimens (20–22). Several groups have reported promising 

results by using PBPK modelling and simulation to predict the PK in paediatric patients for a 

variety of drug classes (8,20,22–27). The use of PBPK modelling in paediatric drug 

development is achieving additional critical mass since both the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) and the European Medicine Agency (EMA) issued draft guidelines to 

encourage PBPK modelling in this population (1,28).  

 

A detailed tutorial on how to develop a paediatric PBPK model has been provided in different 

reviews published by Leong et al. (21), Jones and Rowland-Yeo (29), Maharaj and Edington 

(30), Lin et al. (31) and Verscheijden et al. (32). In brief, first an adult PBPK model needs to be 

developed implementing all relevant physiological system- and drug-related input 

parameters. Second, the adult model performance needs to be evaluated by simulating the 

PK and by comparing the plasma concentration-time profiles against observed adult profiles. 

During this evaluation, the trial design used in the simulations (i.e., sample size, PK sampling 

strategy) has to match the design reported in the corresponding clinical studies. Third, after 

establishing confidence in the performance of the adult PBPK model, physiological system-

specific input parameters need to be translated to the paediatric population using prior 
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physiological information about growth and maturation of relevant processes and 

parameters. The drug-related parameters however need not to be adapted. During this 

process, it is important to bear in mind that paediatric PBPK models need to reflect the 

physiological changes that occur during development, preferably by implementing time-

varying physiology into these models.  

 

Moreover, when buiding a paediatric PBPK model from an adult one, some assumptions need 

to be made: 1) the same elimination pathways contribute to overall clearance, 2) the overall 

model structure is similar and 3) there is no impact of (paediatric) disease state on the 

ontogeny of any of the elimination pathways involved (20). However, some of these 

assumptions may not always hold or cannot always be verified due to lack of data and this 

issue may become more prominent as the age of the paediatric population decreases. In 

contrast, in case all of the different elimination pathways are known, maturation in each of 

the pathways involved can be used to predict changes in overall clearance with different 

pathways contributing to overall plasma clearance at different levels depending on age (33).  

 

An issue in PBPK modelling that still needs resolution is the fact that maturation functions 

often differ from one software or source to the next, which may lead to different dose 

recommendation results (26). PBPK model building and evaluation will often start using the 

default paediatric population parameters available in the software and will be adapted 

accordingly to simulate and to compare to the observed (sparse) PK in children that is 

available. It is emphasized here that these data may also include PK data of the drug used for 

other indications. Using these data, the model can be fine-tuned in a stepwise fashion 

ultimately allowing for prediction in younger children, even infants and neonates, by applying 

the “learn-and-confirm” principle (Figure 2). In case no data are yet available, it has been 

proposed to evaluate the predictive properties of the PBPK model against compounds 

metabolized via the same enzymes in children, having the same extraction ratio and 

absorption characteristics as the drug of interest with adequate performance (34,35). 

 

Although PBPK modelling and simulation is an emerging field in paediatric drug development, 

important hurdles will still have to be overcome. The advantage of using PBPK modelling over 

allometric scaling and other empiric scaling methods in the younger paediatric population (<6 
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years) is that it can implement growth and maturation to account for the ontogeny of the 

physiological processes that govern drug disposition (20,22). The latter is particularly 

applicable when performing studies in children aged < 2-5 years due to poor body-weight 

correlation (9,36). However, this requires a comprehensive understanding about 

physiological, biochemical and physicochemical processes, which is lacking, particularly in the 

youngest age groups including preterm neonates. Furthermore, it also requires knowledge of 

the drug properties (information on all elimination routes, enzymes and transporters 

involved, plasma protein binding to albumin/α1-acid glycoprotein, etc.) of the compound 

under study, which are not always available, especially when investigating older marketed 

drugs (37).  

 

Special attention should be given to stimulate research on physiological mechanisms 

governing the (gestational) age-dependent changes in absorption, distribution, metabolism 

and elimination of drugs in the youngest age groups including preterm neonates, since PBPK 

modelling might become a useful tool in this orphaned population (38,39) while there still 

seems a paucity of adequate, validated data (40). Another prominent gap in paediatric PBPK 

modelling is that variability prediction for model parameters is rather an empirical process 

heavily relying on assumptions made by the respective researchers. Additional studies 

evaluating the parameter variability for different disease types across the paediatric 

population are required to better account for this variability (20,31). The unmet need for 

additional information on the disease-specific influence on model performance, as shown for 

example for midazolam (41), was also stated in different studies, whereby this missing 

information is needed for further model refinement (42).  

 

Given the scarcity of good quality paediatric data, the level of confidence in paediatric PBPK 

predictive performance is currently rather on the low to moderate end, posing a considerable 

challenge in predicting the PK especially in very young children (0-5 years) and in preterm 

neonates in particular (19). This raises the question if PBPK modelling should always be 

chosen over other simpler methods such as allometry with age-dependent function, between 

drug-extrapolation of covariate functions for drugs eliminated by the same pathway, semi-

physiological modelling. This question certainly applies when studying adolescents (12 to 

16/18 years), whereby application of allometric power models almost always accurately 
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predict drug clearance since both renal capacity and hepatic enzyme expression have reached 

adult levels (43). To assist with this selection process, Calvier et al. (44) has developed a useful 

decision tree allowing to select the method which accurately scales clearance according to 

the paediatric age range and drug properties under investigation. In this work, they showed 

that down to paediatric ages of 5 years, PBPK does not result in more precise clearance and 

hence dose predictions, whatever the elimination route of the drug is. Table 2 summarizes 

the advantages and uncertainties of both extrapolation approach, allometry and PBPK. 

 

In conclusion, PBPK has become increasingly established as a reliable decision-making 

predictive tool in paediatric drug development. However, PBPK is not always the method of 

choice whereby the applicability should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Additional 

extensive research is urgently required to fill the knowledge gaps and to improve PBPK 

performance. 

 

 

Specificities in neonatal studies 

In the neonates and infants, PK variability is usually large and not well predicted resulting in 

difficulties in dose selection. Therefore, there is a need for a quantitative and systematic 

approach for the dose rationale in this group of patients, at the design phase of a clinical 

protocol. 

 

The hospital neonatal unit, where the vast majority of medicines prescribed to newborns are 

administered, is arguably the most pharmacokinetically diverse place within any healthcare 

setting.  Patients can range in size by 10-fold (400g – 4kg) whilst eliminating organ maturation, 

enzyme expression and body composition vary radically over the gestational and postnatal 

age demographic. Particularly preterm neonates may require treatment over several months 

at the hospital, during which many changes occur that are of influence on a drugs optimal 

dose. To depict the population PK characteristics of drugs in neonates, considerations of these 

clearance maturation processes and potential volume of distribution differences are required, 

which means that adequately capturing often time varying demographic information is of 

great importance in ph 

armacometric trials (45).   
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Gestational age (GA) and post-natal age (PNA) correlate with antenatal and postnatal renal 

maturation respectively, as well as other elimination processes, and this has led to 

postmenstrual age (PMA), the combination of both, GA and PNA, which is used. Hence, GA, 

PNA and PMA need to be considered in study design as when it comes to planning which age 

groups to enroll. Which of these variables best describes pharmacokinetic maturation may be 

both drug and disease specific, and therefore, in order to cover the entire range, it seems that 

recruiting a number of babies with varying GA and PNA and consequently a varying PMA is 

generally a reasonable strategy. However there is some additional uncertainty in 

extrapolation considering that maturation processes are not limited to enzymatic or renal 

ontogeny. It also includes immune system and organ function differences which can be 

altered as consequence of either disease or therapeutic interventions (such as the use of 

corticosteroids or surfactants in preterm newborns). 

 

It is likely that when using PMA the true maturational relationship is sigmoidal and requires 

inclusion of patients from birth up to around 1 year of age to fully characterise the maturation 

profile shape.  Ideally neonatal PK should therefore be collected with a view to a joint analysis 

including infants and children so that the full maturation profile can be estimated, but this is 

not always possible. Tang   et al. (46) investigated GA, PNA, PMA and the combination of GA 

and PNA to outline the population pharmacokinetics of amoxicillin in neonates and young 

infants. They found that the combination of GA and PNA is superior to PMA alone. While 

Anderson et al. (47) concluded that PMA partially (18.2%) and significantly accounts for the 

vancomycin clearance variability in premature neonates.  When large populations have been 

studied, a data-driven covariate modelling approach has been used (48), but another 

alternative is to use biological prior information by fixing in a PMA-based maturation function 

based on renal (49) or enzyme expression maturation (50).  However, in cases where babies 

in the first week of life have been recruited, regardless of GA, a further PNA-based term has 

often been required when this approach is used (51–53).  The difference in GFR between pre-

term and full-term neonates with the same postmenstrual age has recently been shown to 

persist up to around 1.25 years, although the degree to which this difference would be large 

enough to require different dosing is probably limited to the very early postnatal period (54). 
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The recommendation on enrollment within the neonatal period is therefore to ensure that 

for drugs likely to be required in the first week of life, sufficient numbers of these patients are 

recruited, preferably with varying gestational age in case the drug is used for both preterm 

and term neonates.  Secondly, since maturation continues beyond the neonatal period, it is 

less important to seek to recruit babies with every conceivable GA/PNA combination, rather 

to ensure a balance between early PNA and late PNA for neonates within the range of GA that 

is of relevance of the drug of interest.  Kane et al (51) used simulation-estimation to 

adequately power a neonatal fosfomycin PK study, and a similar approach using published 

maturation functions could be used to ensure the expected target demographics would be 

able to capture expected PMA or GA/PNA associated maturation. 

  

 

Optimal sampling times for PK characterization to minimize invasiveness  

 

The choice of the experimental design is crucial for efficient estimation of pharmacokinetic 

parameters. A design in pharmacometric studies is defined by the number and specification 

of elementary designs along with the number of subjects. The elementary design corresponds 

to a group of subjects with identical design features. The design should consider a balance 

between the number of subjects and the number of samples per subject, as well as the 

allocation of informative times and doses, according to practical constraints (55).  

 

Non-compartmental pharmacokinetic data analysis requires multiple samples (typically >10 

samples per person) collected at fixed intervals from health volunteers or adult patients (56). 

However, such dense sampling is rarely feasible in children especially in neonates. Challenges 

in obtaining pharmacokinetic data in neonates lie in the difficulty to capture the number and 

volume of blood samples, and timely collection in the busy intensive care unit further 

complicates recruitment. Besides, it can be troublesome to obtain informed consent from 

parents for a non-therapeutic purpose such as PK sampling (57).  

 

To optimize sampling times and minimize invasiveness, some authors have proposed the use 

of opportunistic samples (samples collected from blood remaining after routine laboratory 

tests as part of clinical care). This approach generates sparse, unbalanced datasets, and 
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sample timing/number of samples can vary between patients  (56,58).  This approach 

however is not recommended   in regulatory trials as highlighted by the following example: 

 

Leroux et al. (57) undertook a study with both optimally pre-determined and opportunistic 

sampling in a ciprofloxacin population pharmacokinetic study and compared models based 

on the data from opportunistic blood samples, predetermined samples and all samples. 

Whilst the opportunistic model was able to determine clearance and steady-state volume, 

because samples were taken at random rather than optimally informative times, a very 

different disposition model was estimated leading to huge differences in predicted Cmax 

between the opportunistic model and models based on optimally timed and full datasets (59).  

The conclusion from this work was that the sparse but optimally timed samples would have 

been more reliable to build a model than the random opportunistic samples, and indeed since 

the same parameters were estimated using only the timed or full data, the opportunistic 

samples did not yield any benefit. 

   

Although a plethora of population pharmacokinetic studies of antimicrobials using 

opportunistic sampling have been published (46,57,60,61), results of studies using only 

opportunistic samples should not generally be recommended for regulatory trials unless 

detailed justification can be made that such sampling does not lead to biased parameter 

estimates.  Furthermore, the ethical aspect of opportunistic sampling should also be taken 

into account.  Since the final data structure is unknown at the outset, it is therefore uncertain 

whether an adequate number or timing of PK samples will be collected to generate precise 

PK parameter estimates with a purely opportunistic approach.  

 

Optimal design can be used to specify the most informative sparse sampling times, and this 

was successfully highlighted by Germovsek et al (49) in the neoMero studies whereby ED-

optimal sampling allowed for only 3 samples per child to derive precise parameter estimates. 

Other useful methods for determining whether a sampling design will yield precise parameter 

estimates exists such as FIM based methods or simulation-estimation whereby data are 

simulated from a proposed model under a proposed design and then checking the precision 

of resulting estimates (51).  
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Ethically, since limited blood volumes and/or number of samples can be used for PK sampling 

in children, it is vital that sampling schedules are designed to obtain the maximally precise PK 

information whilst being minimally invasive in terms of sample number and volume. It is 

emphasized however, that assumptions on maturation of PK parameters underlying the 

optimal sampling calculations play an important role in the identification of the optimal 

sampling times and therefore sensitivity analyses using alternative assumptions on the 

maturation in the PK are of relevance.  

Finally, making sure the documentation of blood draw time is accurate and where possible 

moving dosing or sampling times to coincide with routine blood sampling visits will help to 

achieve this aim.  

 

The issue that remains critical for most clinical programs is the dose rationale and 

recommendations that arise from the pharmacokinetic, efficacy and safety data collected in 

these studies. Beyond the sample size determination as discussed above, the design should 

point out patient stratification by weight rather than age. Also, other strategies including 

pooled or integrated data analysis or adaptive protocol design are likely to be useful in this 

context. 

 

Dose-finding trials in children 

 

In cases where the exposure‐response relationship cannot be assumed to be the same 

between adults and children of all ages or in case of specific childhood disease, both FDA and 

EMA agree on the need of dose-finding trials followed by confirmation of dosage 

effectiveness in children in addition to PK study. Dune et al. (62) reviewed 370 paediatric 

studies submitted to the FDA between 1998 and 2008 and identified cases in which efficacy 

was extrapolated or not from adult data or other data. In this review, they found that no 

extrapolation of efficacy was performed for 17% of cases, including mainly the following 

therapeutic indications: major depressive disorder, asthma, and solid tumors. In most cases, 

efficacy was not extrapolated because the disease or condition was not considered to be 

sufficiently similar in the adult and paediatric populations. Other cases include products for 

which indication was not authorized for use in adults and efficacy could not be extrapolated. 
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The dose-finding trial design selected should provide the best evidence (regarding both drug 

safety and efficacy) while minimizing the number of patients to be included. Paediatric data 

are often scarce, and paediatric dose ranges that are evaluated are usually derived from 

existing adult dose trials (63). 

 

Modelling approaches in this area are of great interest. The continual reassessment method 

(CRM) remains at present the most published in the framework of Bayesian dose-finding 

clinical trials (64). Alternative versions of the conventional CRM method have been proposed. 

Among these, one is of particular interest in the context of paediatric trials and is referenced 

under the name b-CRM, for bivariate-CRM (65). This method allows a sequential and joint 

assessment of efficacy and toxicity of the drug. This is a sequential (i.e., analysis is performed 

at each stage of the test) and adaptative method based on empirical or logistic parametric 

models linking dose to both efficacy and toxicity. Patient cohorts may consist of one or more 

patients depending on the design. This method re-evaluates the dose to be administered to 

each new cohort included in the study by re-estimating the probability of efficacy and toxicity 

of each dose tested. Unlike algorithmic methods, at each step, all of the available data is used 

to update the dose-response curve. This approach requires defining a number of prerequisites 

before starting the study: i) Choice of the underlying mathematical model that link dose to 

efficacy/toxicity (i.e. logistic with 1 or 2 parameters), ii) Assign an initial guess regarding the 

probability of toxicity/efficacy to each predetermined dose level and iii) Unlike algorithmic 

methods, a minimum effective dose response rate and an unacceptable probability of toxicity 

should be fixed. Based on all the information already known for the molecule under study 

(preclinical data, previous study, practitioner experience), these three prerequisites must be 

determined jointly by the clinicians and the statistician of the study. Once the efficacy and/or 

toxicity outcome of the first dose has been assessed in the first cohort, a re-evaluation of the 

dose response curve using Bayesian estimation is performed. The next dose to administer is 

thereafter determined. This process continues in this way until a stable dose is obtained or 

predefined stopping rules are achieved.  

The advantages of these modelling approaches are therefore numerous: i) The number of 

patients exposed to sub-therapeutic concentrations is theoretically limited, ii) The overall 

available information is used at each step and iii) A confidence interval around the probability 
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of efficacy regarding the minimum effective dose could be obtained (66). Nevertheless, these 

modelling methods require some expertise (i.e., choice of the mathematical model, defining 

prior distributions and stopping rules) and the decision rule for dose change may seem less 

rational to the clinician than the standard approach. Further, a model-based dose-finding 

study may be sensitive to the choice of the dose-range and the prior distributions. The 

definition of the dose-range should be derived using extrapolation from adult PK and the use 

of adult information from several sources have to be taken into account to better 

parameterize the dose-finding design (67).  

Early phase clinical trials are crucial in the drug development process. New methods have 

been used in order to make this important phase of development even more efficient and 

especially in paediatric area. Phase II experimental designs are critical and several plans can 

be implemented. The recruitment rate is a major element that should help choosing the best 

plan. The dose‐exposure‐response relationship of the medicinal product usually is established 

early in development in healthy volunteers or adult patients. Hence, dose‐ranging studies are 

in some cases not considered necessary in children. However, in cases where the exposure‐

response relationship in adults is unknown or cannot be assumed to be independent of age, 

it might be beneficial to test more dose levels in children. It is noteworthy that paediatric 

trials may fail due to inadequate dose selection with unanticipated differences between adult 

and paediatric disease processes. This would result into false negative studies when efficacy 

needs to be demonstrated even if it statistically powered. Furthermore, the variables that can 

alter the PK and/or pharmacodynamics and so the dose‐response relationship have to be 

identified. These factors imply the need for paediatric‐specific endpoints and also the 

development of PKPD models (68) that are essential in understanding the dose‐

concentration‐effect relationship and providing dosing recommendations in children.  

 

 

Pharmacodynamic extrapolation 

 

Investigation of paediatric PD maturation and scaling have not been yet fully addressed. 

Indeed, drug effects may be in some cases more difficult to assess especially in neonates and 

infants (69). Furthermore, PD endpoints may be disease specific and very heterogeneous with 
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a lack of standards (70). The use of extrapolation should be evaluated according to the 

knowledge about similarity of the disease between adults and the targeted population of 

children. Understanding of the developmental physiology of children should be further 

investigated in order to fill the gap regarding the process leading to differences in PD. In the 

case where extensive differences in PD between adults and children or neonates are 

expected, the use of PKPD modelling (68)—not extrapolation—is required to reach and assess 

an efficacy target specifically in the population of interest. Development of disease models 

that consist on the visualization of the time course of disease in individual patients under 

treated and untreated conditions is also a good strategy. Indeed, there is a growing amount 

of literature about disease progression models and drug effects upon them especially in 

adults. However, development of specific paediatric disease models is currently still limited 

as there is very little information and data available from which to build these models. 

Regulatory authorities could play a major role since they are in control of the largest 

repository of information available. Paediatric specific PKPD/Disease models could allow 

putting into perspective the pharmacokinetics changes occurring throughout childhood and 

assessing their impact on the disease progression.  

 

 

General suggestions and conclusion 

 

A standard practice in paediatric modelling should be encouraged and contribute to the 

regulatory science. The state of the art of modelling and simulation techniques using all 

available data together with advanced study designs could facilitate research in children while 

getting the most out of the data at the lowest burden for participating children. A few general 

suggestions can be made: 

 

 Extrapolation from adult to children via the weight-based allometric rule is acceptable 

for children above 5 years old.  

 Paediatric PBPK is a promising tool for predicting the PK in very young children (0-5 

years) and specifically in preterm neonates. The question whether PBPK modelling 
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should be preferred over allometry plus age-dependent maturation function should 

be addressed. 

 For drugs likely to be required in neonates, studies should ensure an optimal number 

of these patients are recruited, notably with varying gestational age especially if the 

drug will be used for preterm neonates.  Further, studies should pay attention to the 

balance between early PNA and late PNA for neonates within the range of GA that is 

of relevance of the drug of interest.   

 Regarding PK sampling, since limited blood volumes can be used especially in very 

young children, it is crucial that sampling times are optimized to obtain accurate PK 

information whilst being minimally invasive in terms of sample number. It is stressed 

that maturation assumptions on which the optimal sampling calculations were 

performed will play an important role and consequently sensitivity analyses using 

alternative assumptions on the maturation in the PK are expected. Obviously, moving 

dosing or sampling times to overlap with routine blood sampling visits should be 

favored while still guaranteeing the accuracy and robustness of the results. 

 In cases where the exposure‐response relationship cannot be assumed to be the same 

between adults and children of all ages or in case of specific childhood disease, dose-

finding studies may be needed. Modelling approaches in this type of studies case are 

of great interest. Development of PKPD studies are also essential in understanding the 

dose‐concentration‐effect relationship and providing dosing recommendations in 

children. 

 Investigation of paediatric PD maturation and scaling have not been yet fully 

addressed. Understanding of the developmental physiology of children should be 

further investigated in order to fill the gap regarding the process leading to differences 

in PD. 

 

In conclusion, this paper reviews current considerations on paediatric PKPD modelling 

approaches, and provides scientific insights and suggestions to incorporate the latest 

knowledge on pharmacometics and innovative approaches into paediatric drug development. 

This paper mainly focused on extrapolation of pharmacokinetics, rather than efficacy or 
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pharmacodynamics. Many drugs have multiple indications and data from another condition 

in the paediatric population could be also considered as basis for modelling and extrapolation.  

The objectives of the expert group on pharmacometrics within c4c is to disseminate expertise 

on modelling and simulation for paediatric drug development as well as advice on request 

from companies or academic investigators regarding paediatric PKPD modelling aspects of 

their paediatric drug development or individual trials. 
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Figure 1. Exposure-matching between adults and children according to linearity assumption 
between drug clearance and bodyweight (left panel) or according to 3/4 allometry based 
assumption (right panel). A previous lamivudine popPK model in children (16) was used to 
simulate an adult aged 18 years, weighting 70 kg, receiving 300 mg QD (blue curve) and a 
child aged 5 years, weighting 18 kg, receiving either an equivalent mg/kg adult dose (red 
curve) or an allometric adjusted dose (green curve).  
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the workflow for paediatric PBPK model development 
and evaluation (adapted from Leong et al.(21)). 
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Table 1. Differences between population pharmacokinetic and physiologically based 
pharmacokinetic models 
 

Population pharmacokinetics Physiologically based pharmacokinetics 

Based on observed in vivo data 

("top down") 

Based on physiology of targeted specie 

("bottom up") 

No use of data generated in vitro 
Possible to incorporate in vitro tests  

(protein binding, log P…) 

Virtual volumes 
Compartment volumes correspond to 

real organ or tissue volumes 

Estimate the individual variability in PK 

parameters and identify the sources of 

variability 

Variability prediction for model 

parameters is based on an empirical 

process 

Useful for simulation scenario, mainly 

constrain to the range of the available data 

Useful for simulation scenario, even 

outside of the range of the available 

data 
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Table 2. Advantage and uncertainty regarding extrapolation tools (Allometry and 
physiologically based pharmacokinetic modelling). 
 

 

Advantage Uncertainty 

Allometry 

- Easy to use (only adult 
clearance value needed) 

- Extrapolation from adults directly 
to the youngest children can be 

considered risky 

- Fully acceptable for 
children more than 5-yr 

old  

- Debate on the 0.75 exponent on 
clearance 

 
- Need of age maturation function 

along with allometry below the 
age of 2 yrs (requires additional 

data)   
- No variability on predictions     

Physiologically 
based 

pharmacokinetic 
modelling 

- Implementing time-
varying physiology into 

these models 

- Maturation functions often differ 
from one software or source to 

the next 

- The different elimination 
pathways are charaterized 

- Establishing confidence in the 
performance of the adult PBPK 

model needed 

- Can be used to predict 
drug-drug interactions  

- Model need to be refine in the 
building process using available 

data  
 - Served as a valuable 

predictive tool for 
designing clinical trials and 

optimizing dosing 
regimens  

- Requires a comprehensive 
understanding about physiological, 
biochemical and physicochemical 

processes 

- Can be used to predict 
different route of 
administrations 

- Requires knowledge of the drug 
properties (information on all 

elimination routes, enzymes and 
transporters involved, plasma 

protein binding to albumin/α1-
acid glycoprotein, etc.)  

- Variability prediction for model 
parameters is based on an 

empirical process 
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